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Our goal: to make your monitoring system a user-friendly and
collaborative component integrated into your information system.
We operate across numerous fields: energy, manufacturing, construction, 
banking, insurance, health and pharmaceutical...

We provide a customised service in 
consulting and training, including:

 An audit of the customer’s system, 
 Project management support

 (defining needs, scope), 
 Help to choose relevant software,
 System design, 
 Team training and implementation, 
 Daily monitoring, 
 System maintenance.

Do you need supports to put in place your competitive intelligence
system?

We have a ready to use monitoring solution: from conception to launch, 
our team takes care off everything!

 You want to set up a monitoring solution, 
 You do not have the skills or resources to do it,
 ou need advice or help to find your solution,
 You need to implement quickly to monitor your environment

 accurately and efficiently.

A quick answer to your problem

ACTULLIGENCE Service / Our added value

The Actulligence solution is:

 A single dedicated monitoring officer responsible for your dossier,
 with knowledge of the file, the needs and the expected results. 
 Expertise in the market’s software and information processing. 
 Control of the whole process, costs and deadlines.

 A high level of expertise,
 A customized and flexible service,
 Faster and more efficiency than

 a standard solution,
 High quality service with a short lead time,
 Flexibility and adaptability in the delivery

 of the service,
 Expert profile: a specialist works

 with you in the best ressources.

« We provide a tailor-made
service to our clients meeting

What sets
Actulligence apart  

from its competitors

A fully operational 
service,
implemented 
quickly 
(compared to an
in-house solution).

01 03

You already
have a monitoring 
solution, we know 
how to use it. 

04

No technological 
constraints.

02

You don’t have a 
solution: 
we use our systems 
to provide you 
a high quality 
service.

Our COMPANY

Our SERVICES

Our SOLUTIONS

Actulligence is a private firm specialising in
strategic and competitive intelligence supporting  
projects across every aspect of your business.
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